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1. Summary  

 

Significance of the current capital structure of the federally owned company DB AG 

 

1. As the sole owner, Germany is currently also DB AG's sole equity provider. In addition, 

the German Government de facto guarantees all its borrowed funds. The capital markets 

reflect this protection of DB AG: "'Strong' assessment of resource management reflects 

the lack of constraints regarding resources (Fitch 12/2020)" 1. 

2. In principle, it also applies to the state-owned DB AG, that the income streams gener-

ated with the help of assets must be sufficient to satisfy the claims of debt and equity 

investors. At DB AG, however, the management "itself" can decide the value of the 

assets via revaluation and thus also influence the value of the equity: this is what hap-

pened, for example, with the special write-down of assets at DB Cargo in 2015 by 

EURO 1.3 billion, which was followed by an equity injection (fresh money) in 2017 by 

EURO 1 billion to DB Netz AG. 

3. It follows from the sole equity provider status of the Federal Government that, in the 

absence of market valuation of debt and equity, the current capital structure of DB AG 

is only as meaningful as its management shares its information on the current value of 

assets with the equity provider. An equity problem for the state is that it is constantly 

surprised by management with new "depreciation problems" that lead to equity losses. 

The more frequent adjustment of special effects in EBIT (e.g., most recently in 2019 

with a total of EUR 391 million from the addition to a provision for impending losses 

at DB Arriva)2 could be interpreted as such management behaviour. 

4. Not only does the owner, the German government, and the supervisory bodies of DB 

AG have no direct influence on the valuation of the fixed assets, but each reduction in 

equity also reduces the company's creditworthiness. This puts even more pressure on 

the owner to provide equity as a source of financing.  

 

 
1 Fitch (2020). 
2 DB (2019); it is also important to note the impairment loss of EUR 1.41 billion at Arriva in the first half of 

2020, which is fully attributable to the amortization of goodwill recognized by DB Arriva; see Deutsche Bahn 

(2020), p. 65. 

 

https://www.fitchratings.com/research/international-public-finance/fitch-affirms-deutsche-bahn-ag-at-aa-outlook-stable-04-12-2020
https://www.deutschebahn.com/resource/blob/5029910/5bdee6f2cac4fc869ad491d141539be9/Integrierter-Bericht-2019-data.pdf
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Optimal capital structures of private companies as a reference 

1. Decisions on the use of (additional) equity are taken exclusively by the corporate bodies, 

i.e., essentially by the Board of Management. As in the case of private companies, in-

creases in equity capital are also not earmarked for a specific purpose in the case of 

public companies, because equity capital serves as a financial buffer and liability mass. 

Political declarations on the use of funds, such as in the climate protection package, 

remain non-binding under company law. De facto, an increase in equity for DB AG's 

management means an increase in the resources available to them in their own sphere 

of influence at the expense of taxpayers. 

2. In contrast to the necessarily unconditional use of equity capital, debt capital contracts 

offer extended options for investors. Covenants can be used to steer DB AG manage-

ment's options in a more target-compliant manner. These are contractually binding as-

surances given by the borrower or bond debtor during the term of a loan or bond. 

3. At DB AG, after the experience with failed diversification programs, with the avoidance 

of economically necessary corporate restructurings and problematic acquisitions, the 

prevention of unprofitable activities should be a central goal of the equity investor. In 

the case of DB AG, pressure from outside capital providers to choose lower-risk invest-

ment projects must be in the interest of the owner. 

 

Aid and capital support: the examples of DLH and Commerzbank 

1. In the case of state aid, e.g. in the Corona case, according to the EU Commission, it 

must be ensured: Necessity, appropriateness and scope of the measures, participation of 

the Member State in the capital of companies and remuneration, exit of the Member 

State from the participation in the companies concerned and governance; in addition, 

there are prohibitions on cross-subsidization and takeover bans and obligations to main-

tain effective competition and ensure public transparency and reporting. 

2. The combinations of debt financing measures and competition safeguarding conditions 

correspond structurally in the Commerzbank and Lufthansa aid cases. Regarding DB 

AG, the following is relevant: Financing assistance and guarantees can only be granted 

for a limited period and must be remunerated. In addition, there are tough conditions 

(see covenants) which impose direct and massive restrictions on entrepreneurial action. 
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3. The divestments (slots, shareholdings) are also about preventing anti-competitive be-

haviour. The prevention of anticompetitive pricing at Commerzbank, i.e., the prohibi-

tion of more favourable prices than those of its three most favourable competitors, is a 

very strong restriction that makes the competition restraints have a direct effect. It is 

inconceivable that these conditions could be linked to an equity increase that is not time-

limited, not remunerated on a fixed basis, and not conditioned in any other way.  

 

Equity and debt raising at DB AG subject to conditions. 

1. While DB AG's consolidated revenue grew3 by just under 30% in the years from 2010 

to 2019, personnel expenses increased by 56%. EBIT over this period remained rela-

tively stable: However, as a percentage of revenue, EBIT fell from 5.2% to 3.1%. If we 

carry forward the ratio of sales to personnel expense from 2010, then c.p. personnel 

expense in 2019 should be EUR 3.13 billion lower than the reported EUR 18.16 billion. 

Over this period, the development of equity follows the weak profitability development 

with long-term debt remaining constant – in absolute terms. From an initial equity ratio 

of 29.2% in 2011, this fell to just 18.1% in 2019, after adjusting for the additions made 

previously and the inclusion of hybrid bonds. 

2. The rating agencies accordingly speak about "Credit challenges": "Continued pressure 

on profitability, strained FCF generation because of an intense capital spending program 

(and)... Very high leverage for the rating category". Complementary the threat of a 

downgrade is pointed out: "A failure to improve the company's operating performance 

from current levels, with its Moody's-adjusted EBITA margin remaining below 4.5%. 

Moody's-adjusted debt/EBITDA failing to decrease towards 5.5x from around 7.0x 

forecast in 2019" 4. 

3. DB AG's self-imposed goal of "achieving appropriate debt ratios", i.e., adequate "re-

payment coverage to manage debt", was completely missed. Fitch therefore formulates 

in 12/2020 for the international capital market that DB AG is not creditworthy on the 

basis of its own economic ratios, but only because the German taxpayer cannot afford 

to let DB go insolvent 5. 

 
3 DB (2019). 
4 Moody's (2019). 
5 Fitch (2020). 

https://www.deutschebahn.com/resource/blob/5029910/5bdee6f2cac4fc869ad491d141539be9/Integrierter-Bericht-2019-data.pdf
https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-affirms-Deutsche-Bahn-Aa1-ratings-and-assigns-A2-to--PR_411207
https://www.fitchratings.com/research/international-public-finance/fitch-affirms-deutsche-bahn-ag-at-aa-outlook-stable-04-12-2020
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4. Regarding the application to DB AG, the following is relevant: the aid is to be granted 

in the form of debt capital, subject to strict conditions, with little protection for the state, 

limited in time and remunerated. The conditions explained for the aid to DLH and Com-

merzbank apply analogously to DB AG; specific proposals are made for the form of the 

aid with conditions (see 8.). 

5. In particular, it concerns the prohibition of cross-subsidization and obligations to main-

tain effective competition and ensure public transparency and reporting, which suggests 

the following demands on DB AG: 

• Termination of control and profit and loss transfer agreements, 

• Price Observatory, 

• Prohibition of bonuses as long as it is not ensured that additional equity capital from 

subsidies is not used to finance them. 

• External review of the requirements regarding the necessity, suitability, and scope 

of the measures in the DB AG computing centres. 

6. Further competition-securing conditions could be, among others, analogous to DLH and 

Commerzbank: 

• Opening of the bahn.de and DB Navigator sales portals to all competitors and the 

release of all sales and tariff data causally linked to this, as well as other data such 

as load factor data,  

• The liquidation of Regionalverkehre Start Deutschland GmbH, a company that was 

established to regain market share, but in doing so was endowed with an uncatchable 

cost advantage over competitors due to its exemption from the group levy, which 

constitutes impermissible cross-subsidization. 
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2. Introduction  

The Covid 19 pandemic caused financial losses for many companies, particularly in the rail 

sector. The compensation planned exclusively for Deutsche Bahn AG by the German govern-

ment in the amount of EUR 5 billion for the time being, according to the budget resolution, 

must guarantee the necessity, appropriateness, and scope of the measures in accordance with 

the requirements of the EU Commission, as well as containing obligations to maintain effective 

competition and ensure public transparency6; it has been the subject of critical discussion for 

ten months. DB AG regards itself as a normal company where it operates in competition. Ac-

cordingly, the financing of aid must meet the requirements formulated by the EU. In addition, 

it must be optimally structured from the taxpayer's point of view, be it through debt or equity. 

From the taxpayer's point of view, this means that the choice of financing form must be in line 

with the objectives of DB AG's management. 

To examine which form of financing meets these requirements, we first briefly examine equity 

or debt financing of DB AG from a taxpayers’ perspective (3.). 

Thereafter, the significance of the current capital structure of the public enterprise DB AG is 

considered against the background that the federal government of Germany is de facto liable 

for all its borrowed funds, thus indemnifying external capital providers against default risks 

(4.). 

It also follows from the federal government's sole equity provider position that, in the absence 

of market valuation of debt and equity, DB AG's current capital structure is only as meaningful 

as management shares its information on the current value of assets with the equity provider. 

To gain a reference for the financing of DB AG, optimal capital structures of private companies 

are analysed (5.). 

The different incentives of debt and equity financing on the investment behaviour of manage-

ment are considered. Building on this, the aid and capital support provided to DLH and Com-

merzbank are described and analysed (6.). 

In each case, these represented combinations of debt financing measures and competition-se-

curing conditions to guide the management's options for action in a likewise (partially) state-

owned company in line with its objectives. After that, the previous equity and debt capital rais-

ing at DB AG is analysed (7.). 

 
6 For the EU's temporary framework, see in detail EU (2021). 

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/what_is_new/TF_informal_consolidated_version_as_amended_28_january_2021_de.pdf
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It is shown that the reduction in equity following the weak profitability development was offset 

by unconditional equity injections of EURO 3 billion. Then, a transfer of the aid solutions to 

Deutsche Lufthansa (DLH) and Commerzbank to DB AG is outlined (8.), which guarantees the 

steering of DB AG management's scope for action in line with the objectives from the taxpay-

ers’ point of view. In particular, this must ensure the preservation of effective competition and 

the safeguarding of public transparency. 

 

3. Equity or debt financing of DB AG from a taxpayer's perspective  

Government objectives in a sector, such as the railroad sector, are usually represented in a wel-

fare function, which consists, for example, of the components: Profits of the companies, welfare 

of consumers and competitors, and the wage bill of the company's employees. This assumes 

that these individual items are accurately valued by the government. Thus, if the equity or debt 

financing of Deutsche Bahn AG is to be analysed from a taxpayers’ perspective, it is obvious 

that it is not just a matter of an isolated financial consideration for DB AG. 

Even the EU Commission's current indication that the aid will only be paid if DB AG forgoes 

a bonus program for around 3,500 - 4,000 employees shows the link between corporate financ-

ing and the welfare of the employees. In other words, even if the direct competitive relationship 

of this payment is not the focus of public debate, it is evident that a state equity injection that 

significantly improves the economic situation of these employees in difficult times gives the 

state-owned company DB AG a clear competitive advantage over its competitors in recruiting 

and retaining staff at the expense of taxpayers. This even applies to activities such as "DB-

Wohnen," a collaboration between DB AG and Vonovia, where DB personnel receive special 

conditions that are not customary in the market, such as freedom from rent deposits, easier 

access to viewing appointments, and preferential consideration in housing allocations, with DB 

AG also securing occupancy rights for apartments. From the taxpayer's point of view, the 

above-mentioned benefits for DB AG employees, if acquired in return for payment, compete 

with the claims of other companies and citizens. Such activities must be financed by DB AG 

out of self-generated cash flow; in the case of state aid without control over its use, they must 

be rejected. 
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4. Significance of the Current Capital Structure of the Public Company DB AG  

DB AG management formulates the following regarding the capital structure issue: 

"In addition to achieving a sustainable increase in enterprise value, the financial man-

agement of the DB Group also aims to maintain a capital structure that is appropriate 

for maintaining a very good credit rating. A key objective is therefore to achieve appro-

priate debt ratios. Our central key figure for managing debt is "repayment coverage". 

A "capital structure problem" for DB AG could therefore be that its current capital structure has 

a negative impact on its current financing options and on the sale of corporate holdings. At 

present, the German government is DB AG's sole equity provider, which also provides a 

de facto guarantee for all its borrowed funds. Prior to the sale of equity stakes, DB AG is there-

fore not exposed to any bankruptcy risk, and consequently there is no default risk for lenders. 

The fact that this is also the view of the capital markets in the case of Germany was shown 

earlier by the absence of a risk premium on postal bonds compared with normal federal bonds. 

For the period after a sale of parts of a company or equity interests, only that part of the debt 

capital which is newly raised and not covered by the federal government's guarantee would be 

subject to risk.  

This is in line with the view of the capital markets at DB AG (Moody's Credit Opinion 10/2019): 

Deutsche Bahn AG's (DB) Aa1 issuer rating incorporates a three-notch uplift from its 

a1 Baseline Credit Assessment (BCA), reflecting the high support and dependence be-

tween the company and the Federal Republic of Germany (Aaa stable) 7.  

Fitch writes in the same vein:  

"'Strong' assessment of resource management reflects the lack of constrains regarding 

resources" 8. 

Moody's elaborates on any rating downgrade reasons: 

"Moody's-adjusted debt/EBITDA failing to decrease towards 5.5x from around 7.0x fore-

cast in 2019" 9. 

In terms of borrowing, DB AG currently has no fundamental financing problems on the mar-

kets.  

 
7 Moody's (2019). 
8 Fitch (2020). 
9 Moody's (2019). 

https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-affirms-Deutsche-Bahn-Aa1-ratings-and-assigns-A2-to--PR_411207
https://www.fitchratings.com/research/international-public-finance/fitch-affirms-deutsche-bahn-ag-at-aa-outlook-stable-04-12-2020
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In the opinion of the Federal Audit Office (Bundesrechnungshof), however, further borrowing 

by DB AG has been ruled out for some time because there was a risk that the debt ceiling 

defined by the Budget Committee of the Bundestag would be exceeded.  

This also indicates that DB AG inevitably has an equity problem. Before statements can be 

made about this current "equity problem", some clarification of terms is required. When solving 

the equity problem of private companies, the market value, not the balance sheet value, of equity 

becomes relevant. The key factor in determining the market value of equity is what future cash 

flow can be earned from the company's assets. In real economic terms: What sales revenues can 

be generated in the future by DB AG at what cost with services that can be offered on its own 

network, for example? Using the isolated example of a private DB Cargo AG, the application 

of this view through capital markets can be explained. Its enterprise value would result from its 

discounted cash flows. The market value of the equity is calculated as the total enterprise value 

less liabilities. Depending on the severity of future competition, these values would differ 

greatly. An "equity problem" could therefore become apparent if DB Cargo AG and its future 

service capability were valued lower than the nominal value of its liabilities. But even then, the 

"equity problem" would not be a cause but only an effect of the underlying real economic prob-

lem.  

Of course, the view that the income streams generated with the help of assets must be sufficient 

to satisfy the claims of debt and equity investors also applies in principle to the state-owned DB 

Cargo AG. Here, the management can decide "on its own" on the revaluation of the value of 

the assets and thus also influence the value of the equity. This is what happened with the special 

write-down of assets at DB Cargo in 2015 by EUR 1.3 billion, which was followed by an equity 

injection in 2017 by EUR 1 billion, albeit to DB Netz AG (see 3.2 and 5.1.). 

This common (state) solution to the equity problem is demonstrated by a simple example. In 

one country, the former state-owned enterprise DB AG is supposed to have assets of 100, 50 of 

which are financed with equity and 50 with debt capital. In the course of revaluations by the 

management, it turns out that the assets of the company have a value of only 70, which would 

be financed with equity of 20 and debt capital of 50 after depreciation. Let us assume that the 

government wants to keep the equity ratio constant before and after special depreciation. It 

could then redeem debt capital of 15, resulting in financing with debt capital and equity capital 

of 35 each. In this simplified example, this operation cost the state 45: 30 from equity capital 

loss from special depreciation plus injection of 15 equity capital. From the state's provision of 

sole equity and the outlined example of immediate depreciation of the fictitious company, it 
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can be concluded that, in the absence of market valuation of debt and equity, DB AG's current 

capital structure is only as informative as management shares its information on the current 

value of assets with the equity provider. An equity problem for the state is that it is constantly 

surprised by management with new "depreciation problems" that lead to equity losses. The 

more frequent adjustment of special effects in EBIT (e.g., most recently in 2019 with a total of 

EURO 391 million from the addition to a provision for impending losses at DB Arriva 10) could 

be interpreted as such management behaviour. Ideally, the hybrid bonds issued in 2019 could 

also represent such a "problem" in the future. There, in the case of a bond until (from) 2045 ff. 

The reference bank rate is the percentage based on the 5-year mid-swap rate quotations11, 

which is currently approx. -0.5%, but was over 3% in 2011. Assuming an interest rate of over 

5% for the total amount of EUR 2 billion, the future interest payments to be generated from this 

alone would amount to EUR 100 million p.a.; this would create a further problem forcing the 

state owner to provide equity as a source of financing.  

Based on an outline of the recent theory of capital structure for private companies, the question 

of what requirements the equity investor should place on the capital structure of a DB AG is 

explored to minimize these surprises by providing the right incentives for management. 

 

5. Optimal capital structures of private companies as a reference  

5.1.Sketch of the recent theory of capital structure  

The starting point of all recent studies of the capital structure of companies is the contribution 

by Miller/Modigliani, in which it was established for a (model) world without capital market 

imperfections that the value of a company is independent of the financing mix between equity 

and debt12. The reasoning behind this is that the possibility of bringing about an increase in firm 

value through a mere change in the capital structure presupposes arbitrage: On the one hand, a 

buyer of a company is offered the possibility of achieving the increase in firm value through 

changes in the capital structure, but reducing its risk to that of the initial capital structure of the 

company through "home-made leverage". Recent contributions on corporate capital structure 

assume that financing decisions have an impact on corporate earnings and firm value.  

  

 
10 Reference must again be made to the impairment requirement at Arriva in the first half of 2020 of EUR 1.41 

billion, which is fully attributable to the amortization of goodwill recognized by DB Arriva; see Deutsche Bahn 

(2020), p. 65. 
11 DB Prospectus (2019). 
12 Brealey (1996) and Ehrmann (1995). 

https://ir.deutschebahn.com/fileadmin/Anleihe/20191014_EUR_Hybrid_Prospekt_final.pdf
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The most important determinants of the capital structure are currently considered to be:  

• Extent of conflicts of interest between investors and management,  

• Transmission of private information to capital markets, 

• Intensity of competition on sales markets,  

• Results of Takeovers,  

• Optimal financing of specific investments. 

 

5.2.Conflicts between equity investors and management  

Conflicts between investors and management are generally because management holds less 

than 100 percent of the equity in a group of companies. Thus, although they bear – through their 

labour efforts – all the "costs" of profit-enhancing activities, they participate in their success 

only in proportion to their equity shares or other performance – related salary components. This 

results in an incentive for management to invest in activities that increase their own benefits. 

This incentive decreases the higher the equity shares of the management or the performance-

related salary components become. 

This logic also applies to the management of public companies such as DB AG. In this case, all 

budgetary controls cease to apply once the equity increase has been approved and implemented. 

The use of funds is decided exclusively by the corporate bodies, essentially the Board of Man-

agement. As in the case of private companies, equity increases in public companies are not 

earmarked for a specific purpose because equity serves as a financial buffer and liability mass. 

In the case of some equity increases, such as those from the climate protection package, political 

declarations are made on the use of funds, but these remain non-binding under company law. 

This non-appropriation is clearly stated in the prospectus for the hybrid bonds: "The Issuer 

intends to use the net proceeds from the issuance of the Notes for general corporate purposes 

of Deutsche Bahn.“ De facto, an increase in equity for DB AG's management thus means an 

increase in the resources available to them in their own sphere of influence at the expense of 

the taxpayers. Accordingly, DB AG prefers an equity injection that does not correspond to any 

additional rights of action and control on the part of the equity provider as the "most favourable" 

form of financing. This is in advance a "sanctionless" form, e.g., of a general (value) loss com-

pensation. 

In the case of DB AG, a further advantage is that the regulatory calculation of train path prices 

follows the capital structure very closely. Since the return on equity in the calculation according 
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to Annex 4 of the Railway Regulation Act (ERegG) is high compared to the return on debt, 

there are strong incentives to expand the equity base: the write-down at DB Cargo was followed 

in 2017 by the equity increase at DB Netz AG of EUR 1 billion13, which will bring the equity 

ratio there to a very high 40% in 2019. Only a cap on the network equity ratio for the calculation 

of train path prices would at least reduce this additional incentive for equity financing.14. From 

the point of view of taxpayers, even if state support could be required in the case of Corona, the 

suitability of equity injections compared with, for example, support for borrowing through guar-

antees or letters of comfort would have to be denied. 

One response to the conflict between equity investors and management is to increase leverage 

because debt capital creates pay-out obligations that limit the space for non-profitable manage-

ment activities c.p. Non-profitable management activities include 15: 

• Additional income from the employment relationship (e.g., bonus programs) 

• Diversification programs  

• Investment projects with low returns  

• Avoidance of economically necessary company restructurings or liquidations  

• Problematic acquisitions  

In essence, such activities represent attempts by management to increase the resources available 

to them in their own sphere of influence at the expense of the providers of capital. In the case 

of profitable companies, the conflict between investors and management comes to a head re-

garding the payment of free cash flow to investors or its use within the company. Free cash 

flow is that part of the company's cash flow that remains after financing all investment projects 

with a positive net present value discounted at the cost of capital relevant to the company. In 

the case of non-profitable state-owned enterprises, the problem is more generally one of raising 

and using financial resources for the benefit of management and employees and at the expense 

of taxpayers as owners.  

The additional income from the employment relationship, i.e., income that is not generated on 

the market, is striking: the DB AG bonus program for approximately 3,500 - 4,000 employees 

mentioned above is being objected to by the EU Commission precisely because a connection to 

unconditional state equity assistance seems likely. 

 
13 DB (2018). 
14 See Appendix for details. 
15 Brealey (1996) and Ehrmann (1995). 

 

https://www.deutschebahn.com/resource/blob/4045194/462384b76cf49fe8ec715f41e4a3202a/19-03-IB_en-data.pdf
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The practical relevance of the above-mentioned conflict between investors and management, 

especially for large corporate groups, can be seen in many failed large investment programs in 

the recent past, in which diversification into sectors remote from the core business in particular 

led to below-average results for investors. 

For DB AG, only the Other/Shareholdings (Sonstige/Beteiligungen) segment and the Arriva 

and Schenker shareholdings can be mentioned as striking examples from the above list of un-

profitable management activities with access to equity. The Other/Shareholdings segment em-

ploys a total of more than 50,000 people in over 50 companies. The negative EBIT generated 

in this segment remained almost constant from 2013 to 2018 at EUR -0.5 billion p.a. (EBIT 

before adjustments in 2019: EUR -0.7 billion)16.  

For Arriva (acquired in 2010 for EUR 1.8 billion, to which EUR 1.1 billion in debt was added) 

and for Schenker (acquired in 2002 for EUR 2.5 billion), 17 it is true in each case that synergies 

with the core business – e.g., with rail freight transport in Germany – cannot be demonstrated. 

This fulfils the above-mentioned point of remoteness from the core business. Although the two 

shareholdings together generate over 40% of DB AG's total revenue, they only account for 15% 

of EBIT; management has therefore bought revenue growth with a decline in returns. If the 

goodwill from the purchase of Schenker is considered, it can be assumed that this investment 

never generated its cost of capital, which can also be assumed for Arriva. 

From the taxpayer's point of view, the use of equity capital for unprofitable management activ-

ities is problematic not only for reasons of profitability, but also because the purchase sums as 

well as the employment and wage effects are largely generated abroad, i.e., a transfer of funds 

takes place there. 

  

 
16 BRH (2019a). 
17 BRH (2019b). 

https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/beratungsberichte/langfassungen/langfassungen-2019/2019-bericht-aktuelle-finanzielle-situation-der-deutschen-bahn-ag-
https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/sonderberichte/langfassungen-ab-2013/2019/2019-sonderbericht-strukturelle-weiterentwicklung-und-ausrichtung-der-deutschen-bahn-ag-am-bundesinteresse
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5.3.Benefits and costs of debt capital and optimal capital structure  

Increased borrowing serves as a substitute for dividend payments, which are increased by this 

free cash flow. This substitute has the following consequences for the weakening of targeted 

unprofitable management activities 18:  

• Reduction of existing investment alternatives to those that are actually profita-

ble,  

• Reducing the scope for "fringe benefits."  

• Shortening of the intervention period for reorganizations in the event of declin-

ing company values  

• thereby increasing the probability of survival of companies. 

In contrast to the use of equity capital (see above), which is inevitably not conditional, debt 

capital contracts offer extended options for investors. Covenants can be used to steer DB AG 

management's options in a more target-compliant manner19. These are contractually binding 

assurances given by the borrower or bond debtor during the term of a loan or bond. From the 

large number of possible covenants, financial ratios and corporate financial covenants are high-

lighted as being useful for DB AG. 

Financial covenants include business ratios that can be derived from the balance sheets or in-

come statements of borrowers: compliance with balance sheet ratios (capital structure, etc.) and 

other financial covenants can be stipulated in loan agreement clauses. Compliance with the 

clauses can be accompanied by incentives to sell equity interests. 

Corporate financial covenants restrict dividend payments, for example, or prohibit the provision 

of collateral to other creditors in negative clauses. There are also restrictions on the disposal of 

significant assets such as shareholdings and the definition of an "ordinary course of business", 

which is particularly important for the management restriction to core businesses. 

What are the implications of debt financing for investment policy? Let a company have two 

investment projects with the same expected net present value but different risks, as measured 

by the standard deviations of the present values. Let Vh, Vl, be the expected values for the 

market value of debt from the investment projects, with Vh > Vl,. V decreases as the standard 

deviation increases. The agency costs result from the fact that, in the case of limited liability of 

the equity investors, they can book high expected returns for themselves for the investment 

 
18 Ehrmann (1995). 
19 Dgl. Covenants are not new; they were developed and refined for the restructuring of U.S. railroads in the 19th 

century, see Tufano (1997). 
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alternative Vl, but only have to bear the risk of a poor realization of the company's results up to 

the amount of their capital investment. Lenders who are unfavourably affected by a bad reali-

zation of the investment project but cannot participate in a good realization beyond the credit 

interest rate will accordingly insist on the choice of the lower-risk investment project. As a 

result, as leverage increases, there is pressure to choose investment projects that are not firm 

value maximizing. The assumption of opposing conflict cost curves for equity and debt thus 

establishes the existence of an optimal capital structure for a private company. This capital 

structure "is determined by trading off the benefit of debt in preventing investment in value 

decreasing projects against the loss of debt in preventing investment in value increasing pro-

jects"20 . 

At DB AG, after the experience with failed diversification programs, with the avoidance of 

economically necessary corporate restructurings and problematic acquisitions, the prevention 

of unprofitable activities should be a central goal of the equity investor. Pressuring debt inves-

tors to choose lower-risk investment projects should be in the equity investor's interest at DB 

AG. 

 

6. State Aid and capital support: the examples of Deutsche Lufthansa (DLH) and Com-

merz-bank AG  

For Corona aid to companies, the European Commission refers to Article 107 (3b) of the TFEU. 

According to Article 107 (3b), " aid to promote the execution of an important project of com-

mon European interest or to remedy a serious disturbance in the economy of a Member State"21 

may be considered compatible with the internal market. The EU Commission states that22 such 

aid may be granted to prevent the disruption of economic activity from causing unnecessary 

market exits by companies that were profitable prior to the COVID outbreak. In the case of 

Art. 107 (2b), which was brought into play by the Federal Republic of Germany and deals with 

natural disasters, the direct connection between these and the economic losses of companies 

would have to be proven. However, DB AG itself has pointed out that it has fulfilled its social 

responsibility, i.e., it has operated without a mandate and without economic interests, and has 

provided transport services that have not generated any corresponding revenue and for which 

economic cost adjustments have been waived. Against the background of the lack of a directly 

 
20 Harris, M./Raviw, A. (1991): p. 303. 

 21For the EU's temporary framework, see in detail EU Commission (2021). 
22 Op. cit. 

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/what_is_new/TF_informal_consolidated_version_as_amended_28_january_2021_de.pdf
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attributable connection to a natural catastrophe, the EU Commission is questioning the reim-

bursement of any resulting damage (see 8.). 

As already explained, an increase in equity in this context also means for management a de 

facto increase in the resources available to them in their own sphere of influence at the expense 

of competitors and taxpayers. 

So what, according to the EU Commission, must be prevented or ensured when aid is paid, e.g., 

in the Corona case? The EU formulates requirements for this with regard to: the necessity, 

appropriateness and scope of the measures, the participation of the member state in the capital 

of companies and remuneration, the exit of the member state from the participation in the com-

panies concerned and governance; in addition, there is a ban on cross-subsidization and a take-

over ban and obligations to maintain effective competition and ensure public transparency and 

reporting. 

In the following, some relevant aspects of the aid to DLH and the earlier aid to Commerzbank 

after the financial crisis in 2008 are briefly explained to provide an assessment framework for 

aid to DB AG. The focus will be on the form of financing and the conditions that safeguard 

competition. 

As main measures at DLH, Germany will contribute EUR 6 billion to the recapitalization of 

Lufthansa and provide a state guarantee of EUR 3 billion for a loan 23. The measures are subject 

to conditions, including ensuring sufficient remuneration for the state and further precautions 

to limit distortions of competition. 

In particular, the following conditions apply: 

1. requirements with regard to the necessity, appropriateness and scope of the measures: 

For review purposes, consideration is given to DLH's capital and liquidity requirements 

at Group level by the EU Commission. 

2. Conditions regarding the participation of the Member State in the capital of enterprises 

and remuneration: there is adequate remuneration to the State for the investment, as 

well as additional incentive mechanisms for DLH to repurchase the State's capital par-

ticipation and dormant equity holdings. 

3. Conditions regarding the exit of the Member State from the participation in the compa-

nies concerned: Submission of a business plan prepared by DLH after both the loan and 

 
23 EU Commission (2020. 

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/elojade/isef/case_details.cfm?proc_code=3_SA_57153
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the recapitalization instruments are redeemed by 2026; otherwise, a restructuring plan 

for DLH will be notified to the Commission. 

4. Governance requirements: Until 75% or full repayment, there is a strict ban on dividend 

payments and share buybacks, as well as a strict restriction on executive compensation, 

including a ban on bonus payments.  

5. Ban on cross-subsidization and takeover ban: To avoid unjustified advantages that im-

pair fair competition, ban on using DLH aid to support integrated companies that were 

already in economic difficulties before December 31, 2019; against this backdrop, for-

eign – as opposed to equity – borrowing forces clarification of whether borrowed funds 

can be repaid from business operations or are used for general corporate purposes. To 

this end, there is a prohibition on acquiring stakes of more than 10 percent in competitors 

or other companies operating in the same business segment until the recapitalization 

instrument has been redeemed at 75 percent. 

6. Commitments to preserve effective competition: Due to DLH's significant market power, 

take-off and landing slots were in short supply at its congested Munich and Frankfurt 

hubs. To preserve effective competition, up to 24 slots per day and related other assets 

are to be divested to competitors there; this will reduce disadvantages for consumers 

and competitors. 

7. Public transparency and reporting: compulsory publication of relevant information on 

the use of the aid received. 

It became clear that even where equity-like instruments were chosen, financing tends to be 

classified as debt financing. This can be seen, among other things, from the fact that while 

equity capital is generally available for an unlimited period (or is traded on stock exchanges) 

and only gives rise to a claim to profit, debt capital is generally time-limited and involves fixed 

remuneration claims. In the case of the aid to Lufthansa, both are the case. The same applies to 

the covenants. These seek to ensure in relative detail that the recapitalization and other financ-

ing funds received are not used to finance measures that impede competition. In this respect, 

reference should be made once again to the covenants, i.e., behavioural conditions, from debt 

financing. These are classic instruments for restricting the freedom of management to behave 

in a way that is not in line with the objectives of the providers of capital (e.g., the taxpayers), 

including, for example, anti-competitive behaviour or unprofitable management activities. In 

contrast, an increase in equity capital would mean an increase in the resources available to 

management in its own sphere of influence at the expense of the taxpayers, which cannot be 

restricted by behavioural constraints imposed by external parties. 
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In addition, some financing measures in favour of Commerzbank and the associated conditions 

are outlined below24: 

1. A dormant equity holding in the amount of EUR 8.2 billion. The agreement on the 

dormant equity holding provides for both a fixed interest rate on the entire amount of 

9% p.a. and a variable interest rate based on the dividend distributed. 

2. Provision of a guarantee facility of EUR 15 billion, which can be used to collateralize 

bearer bonds; Commerzbank pays a fee for this.  

3. To offset negative competitive effects, Germany and Commerzbank have proposed 

measures that include divestments of shareholdings and other assets, restrictions on fu-

ture growth including core business areas, and restrictions on Commerzbank's compet-

itive behaviour and market presence. 

3.1. In particular, Germany shall ensure that Commerzbank does not make any acquisi-

tions of financial companies or other potentially competing companies until April 

30, 2012; this prohibition on acquisitions includes, for example, the acquisition of 

companies by way of transfer of shares and assets as well as the conclusion of other 

transactions that serve the purpose of acquisitions. 

3.2. In the market segments in which Commerzbank has a market position that is not 

merely subordinate [...], it will not offer more favourable prices for its products and 

services, in particular in retail and corporate banking, than its three most favourable 

competitors by [...]. 

3.3. Assurance of the reduction of business activities and sale of numerous share-

holdings (e.g., the separation from EuroHypo); thus, permanent reduction of total 

assets by around 45% and strong reduction of risk-weighted assets [...]; the extent 

of the measures is suitable to reduce any distortions of competition. 

The combinations of debt financing measures and competition-securing covenants correspond 

structurally in the cases of Commerzbank and Lufthansa. Regarding the possible applications 

at DB AG, the following is relevant: on the one hand, the financing aids, which also include 

guarantees and the like, are limited in time and subject to remuneration. Furthermore, there are 

hard conditions which mean direct and massive restrictions on entrepreneurial action. 

In the case of divestments (slots, shareholdings), the aim is also to prevent anti-competitive 

behaviour. Particular attention should also be drawn to the restriction of pricing policy in those 

 
24 EU Commission (2009)  

 

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/state_aid/cases/231053/231053_1153992_38_2.pdf
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market segments in which Commerzbank has a more than subordinate market position. Ensur-

ing a restrictive pricing policy, i.e., prohibiting more favourable prices than those of its three 

most favourable competitors, is a very strong restriction that makes the competition restraints 

directly operational. It is difficult to imagine that such a condition could be linked to an increase 

in equity that is not time-limited, not remunerated on a fixed basis and not conditioned in any 

other way. 

 

7. Equity development, financing measures and capital market assessment DB AG  

DB AG itself formulates its corporate goals (see DB Integrated Report 2018; Management Re-

port 10-Year Overview 2018), which are directly related to its financing options. In compact 

terms, these goals were found in the Integrated Reports until 2018 (in 2019, the goals are scat-

tered throughout the report), which are divided among the overall goals into: profitable quality 

leader, top employer, and environmental pioneer. The profitable quality leader aims to measure 

itself according to the categories: Customer Satisfaction Travelers, Customer Satisfaction 

Freight, Product Quality, Adequate Return on Investment, and Financial Stability. There are no 

quantitative targets for DB Netz AG that are communicated to the outside world in the same 

way, except for the statement that integrated capacity management should enable an overall 

increase in capacity of 30 % by 2040.  

For its creditworthiness, DB AG formulates: 

"In addition to sustainably increasing the value of the company, the DB Group's financial 

management also aims to maintain a capital structure that is appropriate for maintaining 

a very good credit rating. Financial stability is an essential component for sustainable 

business. For the DB Group as an asset-intensive company, access to the capital market 

at good conditions at all times is essential. A key objective is therefore to achieve appro-

priate debt ratios. Our central key figure for managing debt is repayment coverage"25. 

According to its own management reports, DB AG (within the Group) has for many years fallen 

short of its self-imposed targets in all dimensions of profitable quality leadership26. The situa-

tion is dramatic in terms of the targeted appropriate return on capital employed (ROCE). It was 

4.3% in 2019 and 5.8% in 2018, compared with the starting value of 8.3% in 2012 and the target 

 
25 DB (2019). 
26 Basic background analysis provided by: Böttger (2016), Böttger (2019), and Böttger (2020). 

https://ibir.deutschebahn.com/2019/de/konzernlagebericht/geschaeftsverlauf/finanzlage/finanzmanagementsystem
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value of 7% in 201827; this was 2.1% (2019) and 1.2% (2018) below the cost of capital before 

taxes. Financial stability was also not in line with DB's own targets: redemption coverage was 

well below the target of 25% (2018) in 2019 (15.3%) and 2018 (17.6%). The starting value for 

this ratio was 22.2% in 2012. It should be noted that in the fine print of the 2019 report, the 

targets for ROCE were lowered to 6.5% (compared to 7% in 2018) and for repayment coverage 

to >20% (op. cit., p. 107). 

For the Corona pandemic, DB AG claims a high loss from declining sales. Contrary to initial 

appearances, this argument linking revenue and profit is only valid to a limited extent if one 

looks at the development of DB AG over a longer period. While Group revenue grew by just 

under 30% in the last few years from 2010 to 2019, personnel expenses rose by 56%. If one 

accepts the growth in the cost of materials and abstracts from depreciation and amortization, 

then this development alone results in a deterioration in profitability, which is largely self-made 

because revenue growth was "bought in" with a decline in returns through low-margin business. 

EBIT over this period remained relatively stable, but as a percentage of sales it decreased from 

5.2% to 3.1%28. For a simple comparison of the development over time29, EBIT is averaged 

over three years to avoid annual effects. The average EBIT for the years 2010 to 2012 was 

EUR 2.19 billion per year. If we continue to apply the ratio of sales to personnel expense from 

2010, personnel expense in 2019 should be EUR 3.13 billion lower than the EUR 18.16 billion 

reported.  

The deterioration in returns over such a long period of time corresponds to the activities of DB 

AG management already mentioned:  

• Diversification programs  

• Investment projects with low returns  

• Avoidance of economically necessary company restructurings or liquidations  

• problematic acquisitions.  

The statements made so far clearly demonstrate that, even without Corona, if business continues 

unchanged, internal financing in which Deutsche Bahn AG receives more cash and cash equiv-

alents in a period than it incurs cash outflows in the same period was and is highly unlikely. It 

follows that the increase in shareholders' equity from taxed profits by transferring profits to 

 
27 DB (2018). 
28 DB (2019)  
29 DB (2019) 

https://www.deutschebahn.com/resource/blob/4045194/462384b76cf49fe8ec715f41e4a3202a/19-03-IB_en-data.pdf
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reserves is unlikely. The growth in sales in recent years has been accompanied by dispropor-

tionate increases in expenses, e.g., personnel expenses. 

 

How has equity developed over the last decade? The initial equity ratio in 2011 was 29.2%; the 

development of equity over time follows the weak profitability development with long-term 

debt remaining absolutely constant. While equity was still EUR 14.52 billion in 2014, it fell to 

EUR 13.44 billion in 2015. This reduction in equity is largely attributable to the write-down of 

fixed assets at DB Cargo by EUR 1.3 billion in 2015 due to lower earnings expectations. An 

optically positive side effect of this special write-down in subsequent years was the reduction 

in regular depreciation and amortization, which improved adjusted EBIT accordingly – by 

around EURO 100 million in 2016. 

Fig. 1: Development of key figures DB AG (DB, 2019, p. U3)  
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Equity in 2016 then still amounted to EUR 12.66 billion and was only increased again by 

EUR 1 billion to EUR 14.24 billion with the addition in 2017. With the issue of the hybrid 

bonds in 2019, which are classified as equity under IFRS, equity then increased again by 

EUR 1.992 billion to EUR 14.93 billion30. If the equity from 2019 is adjusted for the previously 

made additions and the hybrid bonds, which under German GAAP31can be counted in full as 

debt, the equity figure is reduced by EUR 3 billion, resulting in an equity ratio of only 18.1%. 

If, in line with the rating agencies, only 50% of the hybrid bonds are included in net debt, the 

equity ratio is 19.6% (if these bonds were called by DB AG, they would have to be redeemed 

by the federal government with equity). It has thus fallen continuously since 2012. This obser-

vation indicates the dramatic nature of the equity development long before Corona. At the same 

time, it becomes clear that the debt ceiling defined by the Budget Committee of the Bundestag 

is being undermined by this type of financing. 

It should be noted once again that the immediate write-down of EUR 1.3 billion at DB Cargo 

in 2015 was followed by an increase in equity of EUR 1 billion in 2017. Hidden depreciation 

problems of this kind cannot be ruled out in the future either and must by no means be confused 

with corona damage. One such problem could be the change in depreciation rules in the con-

solidated financial statements from 2018. This was accompanied in some cases by a major ex-

tension of the useful life of the network infrastructure. Although this reduction in depreciation 

visually32 induces an improvement in adjusted EBIT – by a total of around EUR 180 million in 

fiscal 2018 alone (BRH 2019a). Whether this accounting extension of useful life corresponds 

to the actual investment backlog identified in external and internal railroad studies, including 

replacement investments in the double-digit billions in some cases, is more than questionable. 

In the worst case of "new findings", immediate write-downs would have to be made again 

against equity as in 2015. 

How do the rating agencies view DB AG's creditworthiness? DB AG's own chosen benchmark 

for this capital market assessment has as its key objective:  

"...to achieve appropriate debt ratios. Our central key figure for managing debt is repay-

ment coverage." 

The operating cash flow used to calculate this repayment cover33 and derived from adjusted 

EBIT is related to adjusted net debt. It has already been explained which positive distortions of 

 
30 DB (2019). 
31 BRH (2020). 
32 BRH (2019a). 
33 For the calculation scheme of redemption coverage at DB AG, see. DB (2019), P.110. 

https://www.deutschebahn.com/resource/blob/5029910/5bdee6f2cac4fc869ad491d141539be9/Integrierter-Bericht-2019-data.pdf
https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/beratungsberichte/langfassungen/langfassungen-2020/2020-bericht-aktuelle-erkenntnisse-zur-wirtschaftlichen-lage-und-zum-corona-bedingten-zusaetzlichen-finanzierungsbedarf-des-db-ag-konzerns-pdf
https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/beratungsberichte/2019/2019-bericht-aktuelle-finanzielle-situation-der-deutschen-bahn-ag.pdf
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EBIT resulted solely from immediate write-downs or useful life extensions; the reduction in 

debt requires positive net cash inflows. Despite the measures being expensive for the equity 

provider, this ratio repayment coverage has deteriorated over time from 22.2% in 2012 to 15.3% 

in 2019. 

Accordingly, Moody's opinion in the Credit Opinion of 10/2019, i.e., well before the appear-

ance of Corona:  

"The a1 BCA is very weakly positioned because of a number of challenges, particularly 

in terms of profitability as evidenced by very low margins (Moody's Adjusted EBITA mar-

gin of 3.1% in 2018), very high Moody's gross adjusted leverage (forecasted to be close 

to 7.0x in 2019) and negative free cash flow (FCF, an annual deficit of around EURO2 

billion), which reflects increasing investments and operational challenges"34. 

The "credit challenges" cited are:  

"Continued pressure on profitability, Strained FCF generation because of an intense cap-

ital spending programme (and)... Very high leverage for the rating category".  

For this purpose, extra attention is drawn to factors for an impending downgrade: 

"A failure to improve the company's operating performance from current levels, with its 

Moody's-adjusted EBITA margin remaining below 4.5%. Moody's-adjusted debt/EBITDA 

failing to decrease towards 5.5x from around 7.0x forecast in 2019"35.  

In short, DB AG's self-imposed goal of "achieving appropriate debt ratios," i.e., adequately 

designing "repayment coverage to manage debt," was completely missed. 

Accordingly, DB AG's rating is seen as sensitive: "to any weakening in the likelihood of support 

from the German federal government, which we expect to remain high". 

Fitch writes identically in 12/2020 that the ranking is not determined by economic performance 

but solely by DB AG's connection to its sole equity provider: 

"'Strong' assessment of resource management reflects the lack of constrains regarding 

resources" 36. 

  

 
34 Moody's (2019). 
35 Moody's (2019). 
36 Fitch (2020). 

https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-affirms-Deutsche-Bahn-Aa1-ratings-and-assigns-A2-to--PR_411207
https://www.moodys.com/research/Moodys-affirms-Deutsche-Bahn-Aa1-ratings-and-assigns-A2-to--PR_411207
https://www.fitchratings.com/research/international-public-finance/fitch-affirms-deutsche-bahn-ag-at-aa-outlook-stable-04-12-2020
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Fitch draws the depressing conclusion for DB AG and its future business prospects: 

 "a default of DB could lead to a reputational risk for Germany...(it) could change inves-

tors' views of the credibility of Germany" 37. 

In other words, Fitch formulates the expectation in 12/2020 for the international capital market 

that DB AG is not creditworthy on the basis of its own economic indicators, but because the 

German taxpayer cannot afford to let it go insolvent. 

 

8. DLH and Commerzbank aid solutions: transfer to DB AG  

Compared with borrowing, additional equity reduces DB AG's debt ratio and thus c.p. the in-

terest that DB AG must finance. At the same time, the increase in equity for DB AG increases 

its borrowing options. (At least, this assumption is obvious, considering the previous flexibility 

to change the debt ceiling by the Budget Committee of the Bundestag, which keeps the ratio of 

equity to adjusted net financial debt just below 60% in each case)38. This strengthens DB AG's 

already creditworthiness-related competitive advantage over other market participants who do 

not receive any relevant emergency aid. DB AG could use this competitive advantage through 

the equity injection in a targeted, competition-distorting manner because, as formulated e.g., in 

 
37 Op. cit. 
38 Determined according to: BRH (2019a) and BRH (2019b). 
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30/06/2019 
(L) 

31/12/2019 
(f) 

31/12/2020 
(f) Revenue ($ Billion) $ 45.5 $ 45.5 $ 49.0 $ 52.3 $ 52.8 $ 53.8 $ 55.7 

EBITA Margin 1.7% 2.7% 3.0% 3.1% 2.4% 3.0% 3.7% 

EBITA / Average Assets 1.2% 1.8% 2.1% 2.2% 1.7% 2.2% 2.7% 

Debt / Book Capitalization 69.0% 71.7% 68.8% 71.2% 72.8% 68.6% 68.4% 

Debt / EBITDA 6.2x 6.4x 5.7x 6.2x 7.2x 6.9x 6.2x 

FCF / Debt -4.8% -1.1% -6.9% -3.9% -5.5% -9.3% -6.3% 

RCF / Net Debt 20.8% 18.7% 20.8% 18.4% 16.1% 13.1% 14.8% 

(FFO + Interest) / Interest Expense 7.5x 7.6x 7.9x 7.6x 7.8x 6.7x 7.5x 

 
Fig. 2: Debt ratios DG AG as presented by Moody's (Moody's, 2019)  

https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/beratungsberichte/langfassungen/langfassungen-2019/2019-bericht-aktuelle-finanzielle-situation-der-deutschen-bahn-ag-
https://www.bundesrechnungshof.de/de/veroeffentlichungen/produkte/sonderberichte/langfassungen-ab-2013/2019/2019-sonderbericht-strukturelle-weiterentwicklung-und-ausrichtung-der-deutschen-bahn-ag-am-bundesinteresse
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the prospectus for the hybrid bonds ("The Issuer intends to use the net proceeds from the issu-

ance of the Notes for general corporate purposes of Deutsche Bahn")39, equity funds are not 

earmarked. This use could take the form of:  

• Squeezing out competitors through aggressive, loss-making pricing and service 

policies, 

• Expansion policy through acquisition of weakened companies,  

• Avoidance of economically necessary corporate restructuring,  

• (Continued) financing of permanently loss-making product offerings,  

• Selective cooperation with individual market participants. 

In the following, considerations are given to aid solutions at DB AG. In the run-up to the grant-

ing of aid, however, it would have to be clarified to what extent the expressis verbis equity 

increase from hybrid bonds not used for growth projects (see above) in 2019 has already been 

used to compensate for deficits at some DB AG companies, meaning that the possibilities for 

using aid are already limited in advance40. In addition, a rough estimate of the damage must be 

made in advance, which is estimated by the Federal Network Agency (so called Bundesnet-

zagentur) for the entire "German rail market .... at a total of more than 2.5 billion euros for 

2020"41, whereby it allocates EUR 2 billion of this to DB AG. 

1. General conditions must be met: the necessity, appropriateness, and scope of the 

measures42, the participation of the Member State in the capital of undertakings and 

remuneration, the exit of the Member State from the participation in the undertakings 

concerned and governance; in addition to prohibition of cross-subsidization and takeo-

ver ban and obligations to maintain effective competition and ensure public transpar-

ency and reporting43. It follows from the examples of DLH and Commerzbank: The 

combinations of debt financing measures and competition safeguarding requirements 

correspond structurally in both cases and safeguard the interests of taxpayers and com-

petitors. Restrictions on divestments, bans on bonuses and dividends, and even re-

strictions on pricing policy serve to prevent anti-competitive behaviour.  

 
39 DB Prospectus (2019), p. 19. 
40 EU Commission (2020b) derived from the temporary framework to DLH: "it may not use the aid to support 

the economic activity of integrated companies that were already in economic difficulties before December 31, 

2019". 
41 BNetzA (2021), p.20. 
42 Op. cit. 
43 See BRH (2020) on the problems of further EC increases and other financial solutions. 

https://ir.deutschebahn.com/fileadmin/Anleihe/20191014_EUR_Hybrid_Prospekt_final.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/de/IP_20_1179
https://www.bundesnetzagentur.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Sachgebiete/Eisenbahn/Unternehmen_Institutio-nen/Veroeffentlichungen/Marktuntersuchungen/MarktuntersuchungEisenbahnen/MarktuntersuchungEisenbahn2020.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=3
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2. Regarding the possibilities of application at DB AG, the following is relevant: on the 

one hand, the (external) financing aid, which also includes guarantees and the like, must 

be limited in time, and provided with remuneration. Furthermore, there must be tough 

conditions that impose direct and massive restrictions on entrepreneurial action. The 

following considerations are based on the assumption that the aid will not be paid out 

to competitors in the same form and to the same extent, as has been the case up to now.  

3. If we start with the prohibition of cross-subsidization and the obligations to maintain 

effective competition and ensure public transparency and reporting, then the following 

demands on DB AG are obvious: 

• Termination of control and profit and loss transfer agreements, 

• Price Observatory, 

• Prohibition of bonuses as long as it is not ensured that additional EC from sub-

sidies is not used to finance them. 

• External review of the requirements regarding the necessity, suitability, and 

scope of the measures in the DB AG computing centres. 

4.  Further competition-securing conditions may be analogous to DLH and Commerzbank: 

• Opening of the bahn.de and DB Navigator sales portals to all competitors and 

the release of all sales and tariff data causally linked to this, as well as other data 

such as load factor data,  

• A transfer of train paths – e.g., in long-distance passenger transport (SPFV) – to 

competitors; to make these measures effective, improved access to high-quality 

rolling stock is mandatory. 

• The liquidation of “Regionalverkehre Start Deutschland GmbH”, a company 

founded solely to regain market share, but which was given an unassailable cost 

advantage over its competitors due to its exemption from group levies. This con-

stitutes unlawful cross-subsidization. 

• It would also be conceivable that, where there is competition, DB AG should be 

prohibited from undercutting competitors' prices – e.g., through supersaver 

prices (so called Supersparpreise) in long-distance transport – until the aid has 

been repaid (see Commerzbank case, point 3.2.). 

5. The key issues are the time limit and remuneration of the aid, its structuring as a loan, 

and the establishment of conditions regarding the Member State's exit; it is advisable 

here, as in the case of DLH, to submit a business plan drawn up by DB AG showing 

when the loan will be repaid. 
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6. The loan repayment measures described above can be precisely defined (as at Com-

merzbank) by means of predefined disposals of shareholdings and other assets, re-

strictions on future growth including core business areas, and restrictions on DB AG's 

behaviour in terms of competition and market presence. 

7. One very important area of anti-competitive behaviour is the train path prices complex 

for passenger and freight transport44. Train path prices are largely determined by equity 

financing, hence the cost of equity and the equity ratio of DB Netz AG. In short, any 

increase in equity capital, even if it is from subsidies to compensate for corona damage, 

which is achieved by passing on funds from DB AG to DB Netz AG there, increases 

train path prices. At the same time, it increases the additional profit of DB Netz AG and 

– via the profit and loss transfer agreements – that of DB AG. To reduce the associated 

serious barriers to market entry for competitors, long-term reductions in train path prices 

are required that will have an effect in the future; in view of DB AG's high market share, 

especially in the long-distance market, the reduction in train path prices, which is only 

retroactive, mainly rewards the incumbent and only slightly relieves the burden on com-

petitors. 

  

 
44 See the Annex for a detailed explanation of the relationship between the equity ratio, the cost of equity, and 

additional profits of DB AG and DB Netz AG against the background of profit and loss transfer agreements. 
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Annex Equity Subsidies, Cost of Capital, and Track Access Charges  

The predefined dividend payments from DB AG to the federal government are immediately 

returned to DB AG in the so-called rail financing cycle under the LuFV. The dividend is related 

to the entire DB AG Group. The dividend yield in 2018 for DB AG was: D/EKkonz = 

450/13592 = 3.3%, the dividend yield of the Dax in 2018: 3%. This reinvestment of DB AG's 

dividend payment does not involve DB AG's own financing, but must be understood as a form 

of public financing. On the one hand, the taxpayer as owner has in principle a right to dividend 

payments. On the other hand, the owner is free to use these funds, even outside the DB AG 

enterprise, e.g., to promote competition in the rail sector. With the financing cycle, he enters an 

obligation to use the dividends to which he is entitled from all subcompanies of DB AG – 

mainly from DB Netz AG itself – not only within the company but precisely for maintenance 

investments in the existing rail infrastructure, which implies the use of tax funds. 

As a basis for the train path price determinations are relevant: 

Netz AG equity (2019: 40 % equity ratio45 ); this value is in DB AG's discretion through allo-

cation of equity increases (see DB Cargo special depreciation), k = difference between regu-

lated cost of equity er and cost of debt i; m = market share of non-DB AG RUs, Gi = additional 

gross or additional net profit from equity versus debt utilization of a time period, D = dividend.  

The additional gross profit of DB AG – and thus also of DB Netz – from train path prices 

through equity financing of DB Netz AG comes about as follows: the cost of equity, which 

includes an imputed profit, and the equity ratio of DB Netz AG form the basis of the train path 

prices paid by DB AG RUs and competitors in accordance with the provisions of the Railway 

Regulation Act.  

In short, any increase in equity, even if it is from aid to compensate for corona damage, which 

is achieved by passing funds from DB AG to DB Netz AG there, increases train path prices. At 

the same time, as will be explained below, it increases the additional profit of DB Netz AG and 

– via the profit and loss transfer agreements – that of DB AG. 

The cost of equity is higher than the cost of debt: k = er - i > 0. The additional income from 

increased equity utilization with A = Netz AG equity above minimum value (capping as in the 

energy sector) is: E = k A; the dividend financed from the entire DB AG must be deducted from 

 
45 The level of the EC ratio and a cap as called for in the energy industry are criticized in: Monopoly (2019) 

https://www.monopolkommission.de/images/PDF/SG/7sg_bahn_volltext.pdf. 
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these revenues for the additional gross profit: GB = k A - D; D, however, is refunded immedi-

ately; without interest for any time delays from dividend payment to repayment, the additional 

net profit is: GN = k A - D + D = k A; the additional costs for competitors compared with the 

application of interest on borrowed capital in the train path price calculation on A, the equity 

capital of Netz AG above minimum value are: K = - k m A;  

Thus, as their market share grows, the competitor RUs are increasingly called upon to finance 

DB AG's additional profits. The DB AG RUs "only" have to transfer their surpluses to the sister 

company DB Netz AG. An increase in payments from DB RUs to DB Netz AG from: - (1 - m)k 

A means uno actu a reduction of DB EVU surpluses, consequently a reduction of any dividend 

shares arising there; however, they increase the surplus at DB Netz AG and thus the possibility 

of dividend payments to the Federal Government. Subsequent "refunds" from DB Netz AG to 

the DB AG RUs via profit transfers to the holding company, e.g., with the dividend repayment, 

make it possible to neutralize the intragroup train path price payments; these are obvious due 

to the high profitability of DB Netz AG compared with the DB AG RUs. In contrast, the train 

path price payments of the competitor RUs definitely go to the DB Netz AG company. To 

paraphrase the economist Nicholas Kaldor: "DB AG earns what it spends, and the competitors 

spend what they earn". The additional profits from Corona equity grants for DB AG could only 

be avoided if these payments were granted as loans. 


